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Trump
unveils
new war
strategy

SOLAR ECLIPSE » HOW WE WATCHED

A nation gazes skyward

AFGHANISTAN » More
US troop deployments
likely; no fixed end date
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
AND MARK LANDLER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump put forward on
Monday a long-awaited strategy
for resolving the nearly 16-yearold conflict in Afghanistan, but
he failed to specify either the
number of troops that would be
committed, or the conditions by
which he would judge the success of their
mission there. INSIDE
In a nation- Few expect
ally televised Trump strategy to
p r i m e - t i m e lead to ‘victory’ in
speech
to Afghanistan / A6
troops at Fort
Myer, Virginia,
Trump said there would be no
“blank check” for the American
presence in Afghanistan. But
in announcing his plan, Trump
embraced deepened American involvement in a military
mission that has bedeviled his
predecessors and that he once
called futile.
“My original instinct was to
pull out, and historically I like
following my instincts,” Trump
said. “But all my life, I’ve heard
that decisions are much differTURN TO TRUMP » PAGE A10
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Oliver Von Hirtz, 4, of Healdsburg and his parents Paul and Ana react to the eclipse Monday on Geysers Road near Mercuryville in northeast Sonoma County. At left is Walter Moore. Above, a composite shows the various stages of the eclipse as seen from The Geysers.

Except at a few choice spots, clouds kept most on
North Coast from seeing celestial event directly
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

B

illed as a unifying national experience, the total eclipse of the sun was
visible Monday across the entire
United States, except, it seemed, for the
majority of Sonoma County, where a dense
cloud cover lasted well past the eclipse’s
10:15 a.m. peak.
In Santa Rosa, hundreds of people
crowded Old Courthouse Square, intending
to observe the moon’s passage across the
sun through solar telescopes and eclipse
viewing glasses courtesy of the Robert

Ferguson Observatory at Sugarloaf Ridge
State Park. Instead, disappointed attendees
gathered around smartphones and tablets
watching video feeds from Oregon under
darkening skies as the eclipse approached
its totality.
Had the skies been clear over downtown
Santa Rosa, people would have seen 78 percent of the sun obscured by the moon for
several minutes during the eclipse’s local
path, which started at 9:02 a.m. and ended
at 11:37 a.m.
Millions of other Americans gazed in
TURN TO ECLIPSE » PAGE A2

UKIAH » Bitter divorce
preceded 2010 death of
prominent doctor’s wife
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

year.
A wide array of people have
complained about being successfully targeted by this sort of
attack, including a Black Lives
Matters activist and the chief
technologist of the Federal
Trade Commission.
The commission’s own data
shows that the number of phone

UKIAH — Peter and Susan
Keegan were the toast of Ukiah.
He was a Harvard-educated
doctor with a thriving family
practice. She was a popular college English teacher and community theater actor.
Through most of their 32-year
marriage, they were rock stars
of the town’s west side literati,
with him expressing early public support for medical marijuana and her fighting to stamp out
tobacco use among children.
It ended suddenly in 2010
when Peter Keegan dialed 911
from their Whitmore Lane
house to report he’d found his
wife dead in the bathroom.
At first, investigators concluded she’d died from a fall
after loading up on alcohol and
pain killers.
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The diamond ring effect appears as the solar
eclipse totality ends Monday near Hopkinsville, Kentucky.

Hackers hijack phones, steal virtual currency
Reports of smartphone
scam have more than
doubled since 2013
By NATHANIEL POPPER
NEW YORK TIMES

Hackers have discovered that
one of the most central elements
of online security — the mobile
phone number — is also one of
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the easiest to steal.
In a growing number of online attacks, hackers have been
calling up Verizon, T-Mobile
U.S., Sprint and AT&T and asking them to transfer control of
a victim’s phone number to a
device under the control of the
hackers.
Once they get control of the
phone number, they can reset
the passwords on every account
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that uses the phone number as
a security backup — as services
like Google, Twitter and Facebook suggest.
“My iPad restarted, my phone
restarted and my computer restarted, and that’s when I got
the cold sweat and was like,
‘OK, this is really serious,'” said
Chris Burniske, a virtual currency investor who lost control
of his phone number late last

MANHUNT ENDS IN SHOOTING: Fugitive
suspect in Barcelona van attack shot, killed
by law enforcement authorities / A7
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